
Making Our Earth:  
Geophysical History of Earth 

The Big History of our Planet 

– from 4th to 5th threshold 



The 4th Major Threshold 
• Threshold 1: The Universe 

• Threshold 2: Stars 

• Threshold 3: New chemical elements  combine to form new 
types of matter  

• Threshold 4: Our Sun and Solar System 

– A new threshold because … 

• Planets (particularly rocky planets) are chemically richer 
and more complex than stars 

• Their surfaces provide ideal conditions for the formation of 
new types of materials 

• At least one planet has nurtured even more complex 
things: living organisms! 



Topics for This Lecture 

1. How was our Earth created? 
2. What happened in the early Earth? 
3. What are the origin of atmosphere, 

ocean and continents? 
4. How did we know about plate 

tectonics? 



Is This What Earth Looked Like 4 Billion Years Ago?   
http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap140805.html  



As It Formed, the Young Earth Heated Up 

Why did the Earth heat up? 3 reasons: 

1. Collisions: Multiple collisions 

2. Radioactivity: Internal radioactivity 

3. Pressure: Increasing internal pressure caused 
by gravity 

Result?  The earth melted 





‘DIFFERENTIATION’: 
Perhaps 1 or 2 million years! 

1. THE CORE: Heavy stuff sank to the center [Iron, nickel, 
heavy rocks] 

2. THE MANTLE: Lighter stuff remained molten below the 
surface 

3. THE CRUST: Lightest stuff floated to the surface [mostly 
granites] 

4. THE ATMOSPHERE: Gases bubbled up into the early 
atmosphere [carbon dioxide, nitrogen, etc.] 



Differentiation Gave the Earth the 
Structure It Still Has Today 

1) Metallic Core 
3) Rocky Crust 

4) Atmosphere 

2) Mantle: hot, soft interior 

The Core, of iron & 
nickel, is as big as Mars; 
the inner core is solid, 

crystalline, and as big as 
the Moon; the outer 

core is a sea of white hot 
metal 



At the Center: A Metallic Core 

The Earth’s metallic core creates the Earth’s magnetic field 



Auroras Created When Particles from the Sun 
Meet the Earth’s Magnetic Field 

An unusual pink aurora over Crater Lake, in Oregon, USA 

Image Credit & Copyright: Brad Goldpaint (Goldpaint Photography)  



Beneath the Surface: 
The Mantle: Hot, Molten material 

• Rocks and 

other materials: 

molten and soft 

• Occasionally 

the hot interior 

breaks through 

the surface 

Hot Springs in Iceland 



At the surface: The crust 

Lighter Materials Such As Granites Rose, Cooled and Solidified 



Where the surface cracked 
open, molten rock poured out 
from the hot interior, so the 
earth was covered with 
volcanoes 

Gases bubbled up from the 
earth’s interior 

Above the Surface: The Atmosphere 

Gases like Carbon Dioxide, 
Nitrogen, Ammonia, formed 
the earth’s first atmosphere. 



How do we know what is inside the 
Earth? 
• We cannot dig far in 

– Radius of earth? c. 6,400 km 

– Deepest dig?  c. 12 km (0.2% of distance to core) 
• Where? Kola peninsula, Russia 

• But we can measure earthquake waves using 
Seismographs 
– Different shock waves   

different speeds in different materials 

– Analysis of multiple shock waves from many seismographs 
can tell what is inside the earth 



Measuring Shock Waves with Seismographs 

Seismographs 
measure shock 
waves from 
earthquakes 



Using multiple measurements to tell what’s 
inside the earth 

• Shock waves move at 

different speeds through 

different materials 

 

• Comparing results from 

different parts of the 

world can tell us what 

material the shock waves 

passed through 



WHY IS THE EARTH  
SUITABLE FOR LIFE? 

• We are complex chemicals 

• Earth is ‘just right’ for complex chemical reactions: 

• Temperature & Pressure: stable & moderate 
– High Temperatures? Large molecules break up 

– High Pressures? Large molecules can’t form 

– Low Temperature and Pressure? Nothing happens 

• Water in liquid form 
– In gases, atoms move too fast to link up 

– In solids, they don’t move at all 

 



The Young Earth 

The Hadean Eon 

4.5 billion – 3.8 billion years ago 

 



Is This What The Early Earth 
Looked Like? 

Asteroid landing 
Sun seen through a haze 

Hot Lava 
Picture by Martin Schuler 



C. 4.5 billion years ago, just as 
the new earth had formed, a 
collision with a Mars-sized 
object may have sent earth-
material into orbit where it 
formed a nebula 

A Huge Collision May Have Created the Moon 



The Late Heavy Bombardment 

• 4.1 to 3.8 billion years ago 

• Evidence from the moon shows massive 
bombardment by asteroids and meteorites 

• May have brought in  
– much water,  

– precious metals such  
as gold (the rest would 
 have sunk to the center), 

– Many biological molecules 



The Early Earth: The ‘Hadean Eon’ 
• “Hades” was the Greek God for Hell 
• The Sky: 

– The sun is dim;  
– The sky is red (because of CO2);  
– The moon is closer;  

• Days last 15 hours (Why so fast?) 
• Meteors and asteroids strike frequently 
• The Atmosphere: 

– No oxygen; many poisonous gases 
– CO2 > greenhouse effect > very hot 

• The Sea: 
– It’s so hot that all water is in dense clouds 

• The Land: 
– Most of the land surface is volcanic. WTH. 



New Information about the Early Earth 
(NYT Dec 3, 08) 

• Studies of zircons embedded in Australian rocks (left picture) suggest the earth 
was already covered with water 4.2 billion years ago (reconstruction on right) 



Sep 08: Breaking News in Geology 
• From N. Quebec 

• Innocent looking rocks but  
– May be 4.28 billion years old 

– Probably created as oceanic crust!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 



The significance of these finds? 

• We may have to change our idea of the 
earth in the Hadean Eon: 
1. The earth may have cooled much earlier, in the 

middle of the Hadean Eon 

2. Plate tectonics may have already been working: 
“These rocks paint this picture of an early earth that 
looked pretty much like the modern earth”: Richard 
W. Carlson, an author of the paper 

3. Hints in the rocks of the presence of life 800 million 
years earlier than previous estimates! 



Timeline 2: 4.5 Billion Years: History of the Earth 

Creation of the Sun and Solar System 

           Accretion & Differentiation 

The next slide starts here 

Hadean Eon ended here 

Hadean Eon Today 



Changes during the Archaean Eon: 
4.0 – 2.5 billion years ago 

• In the early “Archaean” eon: 

– The earth cooled 

– Seas formed 

– Meteorites arrived less frequently 

• Still an unpleasant place: 

– No free oxygen, so no ozone layer to 
protect the surface from UV 
radiation 

– 500 Million Years Later (3.5 b. years 
ago) Life was already present 



The Evolution of Atmosphere 



Red Earth, 2 billion years ago 
Photosynthesizing organisms created enough oxygen to form huge 

bands of rust & many new minerals 

 

Robert Hazen, “Evolution of Minerals”, Scientific American, March 2010, p. 62 



White Earth, snowball earth,  before 
the Cambrian era 

 

Robert Hazen, “Evolution of Minerals”, Scientific American, March 2010, p. 63 



Green Earth, from c. 460 Mys ago, as 
life spread to the land 

 

Robert Hazen, “Evolution of Minerals”, Scientific American, March 2010, p. 64 



Short History of the Atmosphere: 
Four Main Stages 

1. Stage 1: Start of Hadean Eon: No atmosphere: Early 
earth was too small and hot to hold an atmosphere 

2. Stage 2: Differentiation  ‘Outgassing’: Gases 
bubbled up from volcanoes [& some from comets] 

3. Stage 3: Archaean eon: The ‘oxygen revolution’: 
over 3 billion years, plant-like organisms pumped 
oxygen into the air and sucked out CO2 

4. Stage 4: Today’s atmosphere: 
– 78% Nitrogen, 21% Oxygen 

– 1% Argon, Carbon Dioxide, etc. 

 

Composition of Today's Atmosphere

Nitrogen

Oxygen

Argon, Carbon Dioxide,

etc.



Timeline 2: 4.5 Billion Years: History of the Earth 

Creation of the Sun and Solar System 

Free oxygen increasing 

Hadean Archaean 

Early 

Oceans 

Timeline 2: Early History of Earth 

1st Life 

forms? 

Proterozoic 



Plate Tectonics 

The Origin of Geography 



How did the Earth’s Surface Change? 
• Before the 19th century, most Europeans thought the 

earth was  

– young (perhaps just a few thousand years old) 

– and changed little 

• In the 17th century,   
Nicholas Steno found fossils of  
sea creatures in mountains 

– How did they get there? 

– If normal geological processes put them  
there, it must have taken millions of years 

Fossilised trilobites, 

c. 200 Mill. Ys. Old 



Catastrophism 

• One answer: the earth’s surface was formed 
in a series of catastrophic events 

– Such as Noah’s flood 



Others argued geological change was 
slow and gradual:  
“Uniformitarianism” 

• Study of ancient rocks  the same 
processes at work as today 

• Charles Lyell  all geological change was 
slow 
– Like erosion 

– And mountain building 

• If so, the Earth had to be millions of years 
old 

Charles Lyell  

1797-1875  



Alfred Wegener (1880-1930) 
and “Continental Drift” 

• Almost all geologists believed the earth’s geography 
was fixed 

• In 1900, Alfred Wegener argued that the continents 
were slowly moving The ‘supercontinent’ of PANGAEA  

c. 180 Million years ago 
– They had once been 

united in the “super-

continent” of Pangea 

– which slowly split apart 

over millions of years 



What evidence was there for 
‘Continental Drift’? 

 

1. MAPS 

2. CONTINUOUS GEOLOGICAL FEATURES 

3. GLACIATION IN TROPICAL REGIONS 

4. MODERN EVIDENCE: 
GPS TECHNOLOGY CAN MEASURE THE 
MOVEMENTS 



1) Maps: A Dutch map of c. 1570 
Even the earliest world maps suggested the 

continents had once fitted together 



More Evidence: 
2) Continuous geological features 
3) Glaciation in Tropical Regions 

Common 

Geological 

strata Evidence of ancient 

glaciers in Africa 



4) Today: Global Positioning Satellites can measure plate movements 

Australia  NE  

at c. 5 cm/yr 

N. America  W   

at c. 2 cm/yr 

The Pacific is 

closing 



Wegener’s problem 
How did the continents move? 

• What force could move whole continents 
around?  

• Wegener’s theory was abandoned for 30 
years: 1920s-1950s 

• In the 1960s an answer to Wegener’s 
question 

– From developments in submarine warfare!  
How? 

? ? 



Harry Hess (1906-1969) 
• A geology professor at Princeton, and naval 

commander during WWII 
– Used sonar to find German submarines 

– Then used sonar to map the ocean floor 

• What did he find? 
– He expected a flat ooze eroded from continents 

– He found chains of volcanoes (“guyots”) 

• In 1962 Hess proposed an explanation: 
– New sea-floor was created at oceanic volcanoes, and 

– Eventually driven back beneath the earth’s crust 



Discovery of the 
Atlantic  

Mid-Oceanic Ridge 

1979: the first high-temperature 

vent (380º C.) ever seen.  From 

the Alvin submersible,  

E. Pacific. 

N. America 

S. America 

Africa 



Harry Hess’ ideas 
Now known to be essentially correct 

New seafloor forms at  

mid-oceanic ridges 
Old sea floor crust 

pushed sideways 

Old sea floor crust 

pushed under 

continental crust 



The key idea: the Earth’s crust is 
divided into “tectonic plates” 

The N. 

American Plate 

The Pacific 

Plate 

Like a cracked 

egg shell 



How the Atlantic Ocean 
was created 

Lava rose up, driving apart 

the Eurasian and African 

plates and the N. American 

and S. American plates 



Colliding 

continental 

plates formed 

the Himalayas 



The Earth’s Motor:  
The “engine” Wegener couldn’t find 

What drives plate tectonics? 
Heat from the center of the earth 

1. Meteoritic collisions 

2. Radioactivity 

3. Pressure 

 Semi-molten 

material 

circulates in 

the mantle; 

and moves 

the crust 

around 



Timeline 2: 4.5 Billion Years: History of the Earth 

Creation of the Sun and Solar System 

Supercontinents: 

Rodinia & Pangaea 

Free oxygen increasing 

The next slide starts here 



Summary 
• The early earth: a dangerous place 

• The earth melts: differentiation & structure 

• The earth cools: seas appear, fewer meteoritic 
impacts 

• Atmosphere: increasing oxygen 

• The surface: Wegener & continental drift 

• Modern ‘plate tectonics’: how plates are driven 
around by the heat at the earth’s core 

• The earth’s surface in the last 500 million years 



540 Million Years (MYS) Ago 
(Rodinia?) 

From Emiliani, Scientific Companion, p. 190 

RODINIA? 

North 

America 

Cambrian Period: 1st multi-cellular organisms 



420 MYS Ago 

North America 

Silurian: 1st bony fishes & trees 



300 MYS Ago 
Reassembling a super-continent 

North 

America 

Carboniferous: 1st reptiles, fossil fuels form 

S. America Africa Australia 

Europe 



180 MYS Ago: Pangaea 
a new super-continent 

North 

America 

Jurassic: Dinosaurs, 1st birds 



120 MYS Ago  
Pangaea splits: 2 super-continents 

LAURASIA 

North 

America 

GONDWANALAND 

Cretaceous: 1st flowering plants, marsupials 



60 MYS Ago 

North 

America 

Cretaceous asteroid:  

dinosaurs vanish, mammals flourish 

Asteroid impact 

Watch India 



Present (Ice age borders) 

North 

America 

Humans flourish 

India has collided 


